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ON THE ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES OP GRADED
LIE ALGEBRAS OF SECOND ORDER

BY KENJI ATSUYAMA

§ 0. Introduction.

In 1973, by using of generalized Jordan triple systems of second order
(=Kantor systems), I. L. Kantor [4] has given the models of graded Lie algebras
of second order with involutive automorphism τ. In this note, we shall prove
the converse, that is, if τ is an automorphism of a Lie triple system in a graded
Lie algebra of second order such that r 2 = l (resp. —1), it characterizes the
Kantor (resp. Freudenthal) system. We also give a simple connection between
the two kinds of triple systems.

§ 1. A characterization of Kantor and Freudenthal systems.

We consider a graded Lie algebra of second order

@=©-2Θ©-iΘ©oΘ©iΘ©2 (direct sum)
(1.1)

[©„ ©Jc®,+J

over a field k of characteristic zero. Then the vector space ©_iθ@i becomes
a Lie triple system (L. t. s.) with a triple product [£X, Y"], Z] where [, ] is the
Lie product of © and elements X, Y, Z are in ©_i0@i (cf. [7]). Let τ be an
automorphism of the L. t. s. (S_i0©i with respect to the triple product. Then
τ is called an ε-structure on ©_!©©! (e = ± l ) if τ*=eid and τ(© ± 1 )=® τ l .

Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over the field k. Then V is
called a Kantor (resp. Freudenthal) system (cf. [4], [2], [8]) if V has a trilinear
operation φ: VxVxV->V such that

1) [L(fl, b\ L{c, d)]=L(L(α, b)c, d)-εL{c, L(b, a)d\
2) K(K(a, b)c, d)=L(d, c)K(a, b)+eK(a, b)L(c, d)

for a, b, c, d^V, where L(a, b)c=φ(a, b, c), K(a, b)c=L(a, c)b—L{b} c)a and ε — l
(resp. —1).
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Now let © be a graded Lie algebra of second order which form is of (1.1)
and let τ be an ε-structure on the L. t. s. ®_iΘ®i. We denote by τ±1 the
ε-structure τ restricted to ©± i, but, for simplicity, we sometimes use the same
notation τ instead of τ±1 unless the confusion does not occur. When we write
an element a-{-τ(x) in ©_i0@i as the column vector, the Lie triple product
ίίa+τ(x), b+τ(y)~], c+τ(z)l in ®_iθ®i can be denoted by

Π a \ί b \ί c \Ί IK(a, b)z+L(a, y)c-L(b, x)c

[\τ(x)l\τ(y)!\τ(z)}\ \ετ(K(x, y)c+L(x, b)z-L(y, a)z)

for a, b, c, x, y, Z G S . J where L(a, b)c — [_[_ayτ{b)~], c] and K(a,b)c — [_\_d, b~], τ(c)].
Moreover, by using of 2x2 matrix forms and column vectors, the right side of
(1.2) can be rewritten as the following form:

[L(a, y)-L(b, x) K(a, b)^1 \l c
(1.3)

\ ετK(x, y) -ετ(L(y, a)-L{x, b))τ-η\τ(z)

for a, b, c, x, y,

If the Lie algebra © is semi-simple, it is isomorphic to the standard
imbedding (Lie algebra) of the L. t. s. ©-!©©! (see [6], [7]).

Now, let V be any Kantor (resp. Freudenthal) system. Then the direct sum
%(γ)—VQ)γ becomes a L. t. s. with an ε-structure τ by the trilinear multiplica-
tion of (1.2) where τ_i=l and τ1—ε with e = l (resp. —1). And, the standard
imbedding (Lie algebra) £(F) of the L. t. s. %{V) has a structure of graded Lie
algebra of second order (see [4], [8]). Then, we have the following.

THEOREM 1. Let % be a graded Lie algebra of second order which form is
of (1.1). // the L.t.s. ©_i0@i has a 1-structure (resp. —1-structure) τ, ®_i is a
Kantor (resp. Freudenthal) system with respect to the trilinear operation φ(a, b, c)
= [[β, τ(by], c] for a, b, C G Θ . J . Moreover, if © is semi-simple, it is isomorphic
to the standard imbedding (Lie algebra) £(®_i) of the L.t.s.

Proof. Assume that the L. t. s. @-i©@i in © has an ε-structure τ. Then
we show that ©_i is a Kantor or Freudenthal system with respect to the
trilinear operation φ(a, b, c) (=L(a, b)c)=[£a, τ(b)~], c] corresponding to ε = l or
— 1 respectively. The adjoint representation ad of the Lie algebra © is defined
usually by aά(x)y = Zx, y~] for x, ^GΞ@.

First, for a, b, c, d, e ε δ . i , we have

\_L(a, b), L(c, rf)] = [ad[fl, τ(b)l, ad[c, τ(d)J]

=ad[[fl, τ(b)~], Ic, τ(d)J]

=ad[[[α, τ(b)~], c], τ(d)]+ad[c, [La, r(6)],

by the Jacobi's identity. Since [[α, τ(b)~], c]=L(α, b)c and [[α, τ(b)~], τ(d)~}~
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— ετL(b, a)d, the operation φ satisfies the axiom 1) of the triple system. Sec-
ondly, again by the Jacobi's identity, it holds that [_[_a, b~], τ{c)~}—L{a, c)b—L{b, c)a,
i.e., the definition of K(a, b) in the Kantor or Freudenthal system coincides with
the definition in the L. t. s. ©-i©@i of (1.2). Then we can prove the axiom 2):

K(K(a, b)c, d)e =

= -CCCτ(c), d~],[_a, bj],

= -ad[[τ(c), d], [α, «

= -[ad[τ(c), d], ad[α,

= -ad[τ(c), d]ad[α, ft]

εK(a, b)L(c, d)e

where the second equality is proved by the Jacobi's identity and the relation

[[a, 6], d]e<S_,= {0}.
Now, let ©_! be the Kantor (resp. Freudenthal) system with the product

L(a, b)c which is obtained from (S by the above method. Then the L. t. s.
@-iθ®i in © with the ε-structure τ is isomorphic to SL(©-i) by the mapping
α+r_i(x)-^α + x. Therefore, if we assume the semi-simplicity of ©, the two
Lie algebras © and £(©_i) are isomorphic.

EXAMPLES. For the graded simple Lie algebra of second order with a
1-structure in @_iφ©i, we know the models constructed by Tits-Koecher [5]
and I. L. Kantor [4]. However, the Tits-Koecher's models are of @±2=

:{0}. For
— 1-structure, there are the models by H. Freudenthal [2] and B. N. Allison [1].

Remark. Any automorphism τ of the L. t. s. @-i©@i can be canonically
extended to an automorphism τ of the Lie algebra ©. In fact, under the
notation of (1.3), we can define the automorphism τ: ©-*© by τ{D+E)—τDτ~1

+τ(E) for JD+^e(@_2φ©0©©2)©(©_1©©1). Hence, any 1-structure τ can be
extended to an involutive automorphism of © and —1-structure τ becomes an
automorphism with τ^ — l where τ 2 = l in @-2©©o©@2.

§2. Simplicity of 2(V).

Let V be a Kantor (resp. Freudenthal) system with a triple product L(a, b)c
such that L(V, V)Vφ{0} and let 2(V) be the standard imbedding (Lie algebra)
of the L. t. s. %(V). Usually, V is said to be simple if V has no subspaces {W}
except {0} and V such that LQV, V)VdW, L(V, W)VdW and L{V, V)WdW.

PROPOSITION 2. // 2(V) is simple, V is simple. Conversely, if V ts simple,
2(V) is semi-simple.
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Proof. Put 7 = ® - ! . We assume that 21 is any ideal of ®_L Then 9I0τ(9t)
is an ideal of the L. t. s. £(®_i) where τ_i=l and τi=e with e = l (resp. —1).
Since 3£(®_i) is simple by the simplicity of 2(®_i), we have 21= {0} or ®_i.
This means that ®_i is simple.

Conversely, we assume that ®_2 is simple. For the L. t. s. St=^(®_i) of
2(®-i), it always holds Vϊ(2(®-1))=Vϊ(%)®[m(Z), £ ] where Sft(S(®_!)) and m{%)
are the radicals of 2(®_i) and 5£(®-i) respectively (cf. [6]). Under the notation

/ I 0\
of (1.3), since the mapping θ — \ of % makes the radical ΐfl{%) invariant

\0 - 1 /
and τ is an automorphism of %, there is an ideal 91 of ®_2 such that 9ft(j£)=
2 I 0 r ( 2 i ) c £ . Because (S_i is simple, if we assume 9ϊ = ®-i, we have
2(®-i, ©,0®-!=®-! and ic5E(I) ( 7 l ) ( = [ 2 , SfKS:)'71-15, SftW"-1'] where [, , ] is
the triple product of the L. t. s. %) for any natural number n. But this con-
tradicts ®_!^{0}. Therefore 2ί={0}, i.e., Sfl(S:)=Sfl(2(®-1))={0}.

§ 3. Isomorphisms of 2(V).

Two triple systems Vly V2, having triple products Lλ(a, b)c, L2(x, y)z
respectively, are weakly isomorphic if there are two one-to-one onto mappings
P, Q: Vλ-*V2 such that PL^a, b)c=L2(Pa, Qb)Pc and QLλ{a, b)c=L2(Qa, Pb)Qc
for a, b, C E F : where we use the notation Pa instead of P(a). Then we have
PK1(a,b)c = K2(Pa,Pb)Qc and QK,{a, b)c = K2{Qa, Qb)Pc where Ki(a,b)c =
Lla, c)b-Li(b, c)a (i=l, 2).

PROPOSITION 3. Two standard imbedding {Lie algebra) 2(®-i) and 2(®li)
are isomorphic (by an isomorphism preserving the grading) if and only if two
triple systems (S_! and &-1 are weakly isomorphic. If σ is a grade-preserving
isomorphism of 2(®_i) to 2(®li), we can have P—σ|®_χ {the restriction of σ to
®_2) and Q=τ/~1στ\(B-1 where τ and τ' are ε-structures in S£(®-i) and 2^(®li)
respectively.

Proof. If ®_i and ®LX are weakly isomorphic, there is an isomorphism
σ: ^(©-^-^^(©ii) with respect to the triple product of the L. t. s. which is
defined by σ{aJrτ{b))=Pa+τ/{Qb) for a, fte®_i. And, this σ can be canonically
extended to an isomorphism of the standard imbedding (Lie algebra) by the
same method as the Remark of Theorem 1.

Conversely, let σ be a grade-preserving isomorphism of 2(®-i) to 2(®li).
When we put P=σ|®> 1 and Q=τf-1στ\®.ly we have PL,{a, b)c=σ[£a, τ(6)], c]
= [[σ(α), στ(b)l, σ(c)] = [[σ(α), τ'τ'^στQ))'], σ{c)Ί=L2{Pa, Qb)Pc for α, b,
The other relation <3Li(α, b)c=L2{Qa, Pb)Qc can be proved similarly.
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§4. A duality.

There is a simple connection between the Kantor systems and the Freu-
denthal systems.

THEOREM 4. Let V be a Kantor (resp. Freudenthal) system with a triple
product L(a, b)c. If there exist an automorphism Φ of V, i.e., Φ(L(a, b)c) =
L(Φ(a)y Φ(b))Φ(c) for a, b} C G F , such that Φ2= — l, V becomes a Freudenthal
(resp. Kantor) system with respect to the new triple product L(a, Φ(b))c (resp.
—L(a, Φ(b))c). This mapping Φ is also an automorphism for the new product.

EXAMPLE. Let V (=&) be the Cayley algebra over the complex numbers
C. Then V is a Kantor system by the triple product L(a, b)c = a(bc)Jrc(ba)—b(άc)
for a, b, c e F , where — is the usual conjugation of V, and 2(V) is a simple
Lie algebra of type F4. In this case, the right multiplication Φ is an auto-
morphism for the triple product a(bc) in V where Φ(x) — xv for any x e ] / and
some fixed v^V with tr(i )—0 and vv= — l. Therefore Φ is also an auto-
morphism with respect to the product L(a, b)c and V becomes a Freudenthal
system by the product L(a, bv)c — a((bv)c)Jrc((bv)a)—(bυ)(άc) for a, b, C G F (cf.
[3]).
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